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The bad news is that you have cane toads in your
area, as you are no doubt aware.
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The good news is that CIA (Conservation In Action) Landcare volunteers and NPWS staff will be
visiting your area over summer in an attempt to
make a dent in the number of these horrible pests.
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So, you may see cars driving slowly by with
torches scanning the area. You will also hopefully
see people in shiny vests walking along the road
with a handful of cane toads!
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Please rest assured that no person will enter on to
your property without your express permission and
every effort will be made to reduce spotlight intrusion around your home. Thank you for your understanding and feel free to come and join us!
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If you wish to discuss these cane toad operations
further or would like to report cane toad sightings
or your own toad control efforts, please call either:
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